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Dairy auction fall trumps recent currency gains




Milk fat prices lead dairy prices lower overnight.
Moreover, the overnight fall trumps the recent gains from the fall in the NZ dollar.
All up, we maintain our 2018/19 milk price forecast of $6.50/kg, but note downside risks.

Summary
The recent dairy gains from the lower NZ dollar appear like
they may be short-lived. Over the past two weeks or so, the
NZD had at one stage fallen nearly 3% against the USD. And
this fall was boosting dairy prices in NZD terms.
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However, the dairy auction price fall (down 3.6% overall)
overnight has trumped these gains. On top of that the NZD
has actually regained some ground against the USD this week,
so that the NZD/USD fall is now around a more modest 1%.
Notably, last night’s fall did not coincide with a change in
dairy market fundamentals such as changes to the NZ
production outlook. Rather it coincided with Fonterra lifting
its milk fat auction volumes forecast for the next 12 months –
butter volumes were lifted by around 12%. With this in mind,
it was not a surprise to see milk fat prices lead the auction
price decline; butter prices fell over 8% for example.
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It follows that in the absence of fundamental changes to markets, we stick with our milk price forecast view.
Nonetheless, we cannot ignore price falls indefinitely. As a result, we stick with $6.50/kg 2018/19 forecast, but
continue to note downside risks to that number.

Auction Results, 21 August
Dairy auction prices slid 3.6% overall overnight. Overall
prices have now fallen in five out of the last six auctions, and
are down 12.2% over that period.
The price weakness was broad-based. Key whole milk
powder (WMP) dipped 2.1%, while skim milk powder prices
slipped 1.3%. The WMP price fall also contrasted with the
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small rise signalled by the futures market ahead of the auction.
Milk fat prices posted the largest falls. Butter prices dived 8.5%, while anhydrous milk fat (AMF) prices fell 6.9%.
Although, the fall coincided with Fonterra lifting its forecast offer volumes for the next 12 months for both butter (up
12%) and AMF (up 7%). Butter prices are now 24% lower than back in late May.
Moreover, the auction price fall trumps the weaker NZD. At one stage following the previous auction, the NZD was
around 3% lower than the USD. As a result, the overnight fall exceeds this NZD/USD fall and means dairy prices are a
touch lower in NZD terms – and that’s what matters for the farmgate milk price. In addtion, the NZD/USD has lifted
this week so that the the NZD/USD fall is now around a more modest 1%.

Implications
For now, we stick with our 2018/19 milk price forecast of $6.50/kg, but continue to note the downside risks.
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Disclaimer
This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.
We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this
document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document.
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or
any part of this document.
Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.
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